Abstract-In this paper, we present a new decoupled model for two coupled transmission lines with consideration of the inductive effect. It maps two coupled lines into two completely isolated lines with separated drivers and receivers, and has no loss of accuracy during the decoupling procedure. Further, we derive a closed-form time domain response for an isolated transmission line using a one-segment RLC rI model. Combining the two models, we have an analytical time-domain solution to two coupled transmission lines. The model gives satisfied results for up to 5000pm-long lines when compared to SPICE simulation over an accurate distributed RLC circuit model, and can be used to model on-chip wires in the layout design, logic synthesis and high level design.
Introduction
For integrated circuits in the deep submicron (DSM) technology, interconnects play an important role in determining the performance and signal integrity [ 1, 21. An efficient onchip interconnect model is critical to interconnect optimization at high-level design, logic synthesis and physical design, as circuit simulation is overkill or not affordable at these design stages. Closed-form formulas are particularly efficient and effective for these design stages. Previous works include formulas for the delay [5, 15 , lo], and formulas for the timedomain response [6, 11, 121 . The interconnect inductance is considered in [lo, 6 , 121, but not in [5, 15, 111. All above methods consider only one isolated wire and ignore the coupling effect from neighboring wires. In DSM designs, the wire thickness is often larger than the wire width, and the spacing between adjacent wires is often smaller than the distance between adjacent metal layers. This makes the coupling capacitance between adjacent wires on the same layer larger than the ground capacitance to adjacent layers. The dominant coupling capacitance may cause delay variations and crosstalk. Further, the coupling inductance exists between both adjacent and non-adjacent wires. Recently, a closed-form formula was developed for the coupling noise voltage in two identical RLC lines [16] . It is assumed that one wire is switching, and the other stays quiet. Further, both lines are open-ended without drivers and receivers. The formula is based on an approximate solution to the transfer function of the two coupled wires, and is valid only for the loosely coupled wires where the coupling noise in the switching wire can be ignored.
In this paper, we derive closed-form formulas for the time domain responses for two coupled RLC wires. The two wires are identical with identical drivers and receivers. We are able to consider an arbitrary combination of inputs and an arbitrary coupling strength. Our method is based on the modal analysis, which can decouple n coupled lines into n 0-7803-6633-6/01/$10.00 02001 IEEE. isolated lines [3, 4, 7, 171 . Therefore the coupled multi-line problem can be simplified as a number of isolated single-line problems. However, the decoupled relation was not developed for drivers and receivers, and numerical methods were used to solve the boundary problem due to drivers and receivers [7, 41. The circuit model used in [4, Our primary contribution in this paper is to show that the the decoupled relation holds for the boundaries for two identical RLC wires (see Figure I(c) ). Therefore, two coupled lines can be completely decoupled into two isolated lines, each with its own driver and receiver. We also propose a simple one segment RLC II model to approximate a single interconnect. The one-segment circuit model is justified by the fact that the on-chip wire (due to buffer insertion) is often shorter than the wave length at the signal operating frequency. Combining the decoupled model and the onesegment model, we have a closed-form time domain model for the two coupled wires.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows: In section 2, we introduce the modal analysis and the extension of the decoupled model to drivers and receivers. In section 3, we present the time domain closed-form solution for the one-segment circuit model. We show experimental results in section 4, and draw conclusions in section 5. (4) and (5) The above derivation are only valid for 0 < 2 < D because the telegrapher equation (1) does not hold at the driver and receiver ends.
Decoupled model
To extend the decoupled model to drivers and receivers, we model the driver by a voltage source with output resistance, and model the receiver by a load capacitance. As shown in Figure l(a) , we denote the driver voltages as Vsl, VS2 for two lines, respectively. The driver resistance for both lines is R,, and load capacitance is CL. We In the modal analysis, (1) can be described as -q;) dz = (; I)(;) ( 2 )
c;1=c;2 = CL (9) where e1 and are the driver voltages, RA and Ri are the driver resistances, and C i and C i and the load capacitances, all for the two decoupled lines, respectively. The decoupled circuit with driverheceiver is shown in Figure I (6) and (13), we have
Similarly we can prove CLI = CL^ = CL at the receiver ends.
We use Figures 3, 4 and 5 to illustrate our decoupled model. We apply exponential signals switching at opposite directions to the two coupled lines, and compare the spice simulation results over the coupled lines with the results derived from the decoupled model. The response of each isolated (i.e., decoupled) line is also computed by spice simulation. Further, the case where one line is switching and the other line is quiet will be presented in section 4. Using the modal analysis and driverheceiver mapping, we can simplify the coupled line problem into the single-line problem. Because the open-ended transmission line is assumed in [6] and the inductance is not considered in [ll], the single line solutions in [6, 111 are not applicable to our case. As buffers are often used in DSM designs to break long wires into short wires, on-chip wires are often shorter than the wave length at the signal operating frequency. Therefore, the distributed effect often is not distinct for on-chip wires, and we can model an on-chip interconnect as a one-segment RLC ll circuit.
As shown as in Figure 6 , RI L , C are the resistance, inductance and capacitance of the line, respectively. R, is the driver resistance, and CL is the load capacitance. C1 = i C and C2 = i C + CL. The 1 2 a 3 3a3t2 3 a 3 Therefore the time domain response of output signal is 
Further, pl is a real number, and pz and p j are complex values, I e , p i = pm + Ip,, and p 3 = p,, -I p , Similarly, kl is real, and IC2 and kg can be expressed as k2 = k, + Ikd and k3 = IC, -Ilcd, respectively. By setting ( I 4 
and k3 can be calculated.
The s-domain expression for exponential rising input can be expressed as 
Experimental Results
Combining the one line closed-form solution (29) and our new decoupled model, we achieve a closed-form solution to two coupled lines. In this section, we compare our closedform solutions to spice simulation results over a full RLC model [9] . In the full model, we use 30 RLC segments to approximate a long wire. We consider the mutual inductance between any two segments in order to achieve an highly accurate model. We test three difference cases, where the wire length are lOOOp, 3000p and 5000p, respectively. The line width and the distance between two lines are both 2p. The comparisons are shown in Figures 7, 8 and 9 . For all cases, one exponential rising input with rising T, = lops and amplitude V, = 1.05V is applied to line 1 while line 2 stays quiet. In all figures, (U) represents the output signal at the output end of the aggressor, and ( b ) for the output of the victim line.
For wires with length of 100Op (see Figure 7) , the waveform given by closed-form formulas is almost identical to the full model simulation results. It verifies our previous observation that when an interconnect is short enough compared to the wavelength of the signal operating frequency, the distributed transmission line model is not necessary for interconnect analysis.
The solution to the 5000,~-long wires has the worst accuracy (Figure 9 ), while the accuracy for 3000~-long wires ( Figure 8 ) is between those for 1000p-and 5000p-long wires. In the following, we measure the error compared to SPICE simulation over the full RLC model for the first peaks at receiver ends. For the switching aggressor (Figure 9(a) ), both the peak voltage and the 50% delay differ by 3%. For the quiet victim (Figure 9(b) ), the peak voltage differs by 5%, and the 50% delay differs by 18%. Clearly, the distributed effect becomes stronger with the increase of the wire length. Nevertheless, the closed-form solution to the 5000,~-long wires is still good enough to guide interconnect optimization.
In real designs, 5000p is often larger than the allowed maximum wire length with consideration of buffer insertion. Because the noise for the 5000p-long wires is more than 20% of supply voltage (Figure 9 ), such long wires are often broken into several short wires by buffers for performance and signal integrity purposes [ l , 21. Therefore the closedform solution of the one-segment RLC rI model is sufficient for interconnect analysis in most real designs.
Conclusion
In this paper, we present a new decoupled analysis model for two coupled RLC wires. It maps two coupled transmission lines into two isolated lines with separated driverheceiver.
Furthermore, we use a one-segment RLC II circuit to model a single isolated wire, and then derive a closed-form time domain response for exponential rising inputs. Combining the decoupled model and the one-segment RLC II model, we have a closed-form time domain model for the two coupled lines. This model can be used to guide the layout design, logic synthesis and high-level design. Our future work will extend the method to multiple nets, and to non-identical drivers and receivers.
